CHAPTER 5

Self-awareness

5.1 OBJECTIVITY IN THE HEART OF SUBJECTIVITY

The previous chapter concentrated on what is usually called the object of a field of studies, and argued that in the science of religion, as in some other fields, the object should be understood as subjective; in the centre of our attention stand religious human beings. Even when we look at religious things, we only temporarily abstract from the persons. This chapter, as well as the following one, will have a closer look at the how of this study.

An obvious word, corresponding to the word ‘object’, and referring to the style in which investigations of religion should be conducted, is of course ‘objectivity’. A number of other words convey more or less the same idea, that of doing justice to the object of one’s investigation. We could say that the researcher of religion is striving after the truth; after valid, reliable or adequate knowledge; after realism, rationality or fidelity in regard to his or her knowledge of religion. All these terms suggest that the ideal is to attain sound knowledge, which is true to its object, able to stand the test of rigorous criteria, and which lies beyond ignorance or mere impressions. Continuing a central idea of the previous chapter, ‘responsibility’ appears as a particularly apt word to carry the meaning intended here. It suggests the idea of a task — one to be done well, not in a slipshod way. Furthermore, this task can only be carried out in full awareness of the response-able situation in which we find
ourselves, interacting with religious people. Valid knowledge can only be obtained if we keep in mind that a person, working in the fellowship of other investigators, meets other persons, who are religious. The ideal of objectivity is not reached by trying to cancel out our being persons, but by taking this seriously. Objectivity is to be established in the heart of subjectivity.

This reciprocity is a special form of what De Groot (1969) has described as the empirical cycle underlying all science as well as everyday knowing, in fact, all experience. Even in our everyday lives we do not gain experience and knowledge by being passive, but by actively approaching the world, by having our initial grasp of the world changed by contact with it, and by constantly improving our grasp of it by adapted, improved efforts. So the process goes on, in a spiral-shaped development. In science this cycle takes on the form of a highly conscious, systematic and controlled search. Science is the systematic, deliberate attack on the unknown, and allows itself to be tested and enriched by the resistance of the field it explores. It starts with tentative ideas of what it will find, it allows these ideas to undergo rigorous tests, and it ends, not with absolute knowledge, but with a better approximation of the truth than it began with, and a new round begins. The various words used to indicate elements of the scientific process, such as observation, concept-formation, hypothesis, experiment and theory all have to be understood in this context. Science moves between two poles: the investigating researcher, who actively forms his or her ideas; and the investigated object, which corroborates or annuls these ideas, or gives rise to unexpected ones. Both are equally important. It is clear that this reciprocity becomes extremely complex when persons study other persons.

Before we turn to the public character of objectivity (in the next chapter), the importance of the individual student doing his own particular work well, needs emphasizing. The notes each of us submits to the scrutiny of others have to be as good as we can make them. Let us call this intra-subjective validity, in distinction from inter-subjective validity. What else can the individual do but try to make his reports as reliable as possible — and then allow the comparison with those of others? This implies a disciplined awareness of his own stance, his own input into the generation of knowledge. There is much to the following remark by Spiegelberg (1975:78): 'There is then no escape from subjectivity. The only cure for subjectivistic subjectivity is more and better subjectivity, more discriminating subjectivity, and more selfcritical subjectivity, which will show the very limits of subjectivity'. In this section I shall abstract — artificially — from those aspects of the individual investigator's approach which are really public, even when he works alone; from his individual compliance with the generally-accepted rules of inter-subjective validity in his field of study. Let us try to describe at least some of the typical processes going on in the mind of the individual student when he studies religion.

5.2 THE IMPORT OF THE PERSONAL SITUATION

Science is fiction, in the sense that it is constructive, imaginative work. The great scientist is as original as the great artist. It would therefore be of value to examine more closely some of the personal and situational sides of this process of construction, which will undoubtedly influence the operations of the researcher of religion.
Not many workers in the area of religion see the necessity of doing this. If asked how they came to their interesting conclusions, they might think it enough simply to refer to some publicly accepted procedures, such as exegetical rules for reading ancient texts (when dealing with such religions), or interviewing (when dealing with contemporary religious phenomena). The reports, based on such overt procedures, however, are only the tips which show themselves on the surface. Hidden from sight is a vast bulk of what went on in the process of discovery, without the researcher necessarily being conscious of this at all. As we shall see, there is a wide range of factors, for example value presuppositions, which influence an investigator, albeit unconsciously.

In studying people, especially an aspect of their lives as elusive and sensitive as their religion, a large part of the personality of the observer is engaged. Sometimes scientists of human phenomena might in passing admit that such personal factors 'of course play a role' in their investigations. But they might hasten to add that these are negligible, or irrelevant or innocuous (since they are presumably automatically cancelled out by the public discussion); or that it is in any case impossible to investigate them; or that they can be unnerved by mere decision; or that the blunt, hasty and superficial admission of one's prejudices, before hurrying on to the real stuff, is enough to exorcise or allay them; sometimes bias (that is, adherence to values of such a kind and in such a way that it interferes with objectivity) is even flaunted.

The position I shall take is that an important element of objectivity is to recognise these hidden facets, so intimately related to one's own person, and thereby to discipline them. When we get to know them, their role is changed. Here I can do no more than sketch some of the typical patterns to be found in this regard.

5.2.1 GENERAL CULTURAL BACKGROUND

First, there are the typical assumptions each of us has as a member of the general culture to which we belong. We share some general experience of life with certain other people. Each of us has an unquestioned framework which gives stability and order to our lives. We hold certain things to be obvious and normal, and these are the familiar points of reference in our ordinary lives. We never doubt them, in fact seldom consciously think about them. In this world we are at home. The point is that this taken for granted milieu of ours underlies our science. All of us live, most of the time, in terms of such an everyday stock of knowledge. In a way, science disentangles itself — with difficulty, and fortunately never completely — from this nexus; and it is constantly infiltrated by it. The meanings of this area of our experience are the source of our scientific constructs. When we move into a strange religion, we carry these well-known truths with us. They pattern our observing and understanding. Without them we would not be able to gain new knowledge. They are indispensable; but they have to be transcended. I become aware of them as mine in the confrontation with strange forms of human life. They are ambivalent: they are the wall against which I can haul myself up in order to see beyond; but they are also to some extent part of the wall between me and those other people beyond my everyday world.
5.2.2 RELIGIOUS MILIEU

The religious milieu into which one was born has the same ambivalent character. Being a member of a religion has enormous advantages in studying it, since the participant can draw on a vast store of insider knowledge. This level of belonging to a religion should be distinguished from the level of being existentially committed (being personally religious). Via self-observation a Hindu is able to make a better depth-probe of Hinduism than an non-Hindu would be capable of, simply by virtue of his or her insider knowledge, which is available as an instrument for measuring the validity of observations. The world of Hinduism is then not merely looked at from without, but explored from within. We should not, however, be lured into imagining that having this insider knowledge is a sufficient condition for studying the religion of a group adequately. Familiarity is not the same thing as theoretical knowledge, which is what we are after in science of religion. Being an insider as such does not guarantee validity. This kind of knowledge (which is usually unreflective) has to be transposed into theoretical (reflective) knowledge.

The first is an extremely valuable asset, but it has to be changed into the second; and the second is, as we have seen, partly an extension of the first, but also partly at odds with it. There is nothing that has to be dealt with as circumspectly as things that are all too well known. They can easily become a quagmire.

In these first two sub-sections we have moved on a plane where self-observation could be said to be the required posture. We shall now move closer to the personal core of the student of religion and those dimensions in regard to which one should rather speak of intro-spection. Here we can distinguish between intra-scientific values and the extra-scientific personal values of the investigator.

5.2.3 INTRA-SCIENTIFIC VALUES

It is sometimes mistakenly thought that science is, or rather should be, value-free. A long debate has been raging over this question, into which we shall not enter (cf however, the pertinent remarks in chapter 3). Suffice it to say that the so-called value-freeness of science is itself a valuational postulate. In the terminology used earlier on: scientific objectivity is an aspect of human responsibility. It is a virtue. The unsatisfactory term value-freeness refers to the professional ethos of a scientist. It implies a moral attitude towards oneself and the objects of one's investigation. This attitude infuses the whole process of investigation, from the problems selected to the results obtained. Kaplan (1964:380) admirably formulated the scientific ethos as follows: 'Thus, the scientific habit of mind is one dominated by the reality principle, by the determination to live in the world as it is and not as we might fantasy it. For the scientist, ignorance is never bliss. A robust sense of reality, in William James's phrase, is above all a willingness to face life with open eyes, whatever may confront our sight. The scientist is humble before the facts, submitting his will to their decision, and accepting their judgment whatever it might be. This humility of his is counterpoised by integrity and honesty, by the courage of his convictions, and — if I may paraphrase — by firmness in the truth as God gives him to see the truth, and not as it is given him by tradition, by the Academy, or by the powers that be. And there is a certain distinctive scientific temper, marked by
judiciousness and caution, care and conscientiousness. How far all this view is from the model — or rather, the myth — of science as the work of a disembodied, un-feeling intellect! Surely these attributes of the scientist are all virtues, in the scientist’s judgment, as well as in our own; and surely the possession of these virtues is a value to which the scientist has wholeheartedly committed himself.’ The attitude of disinterestedness is thus a far cry from anaemic intellectualism and crippled humanity. On the contrary, it is carried by a high regard for the dignity of man, who is here regarded as not necessarily the victim and captive of his own personal circumstances. Zijderveld summed up this stance in the phrase ‘intellectual asceticism’. To illustrate the meaning of the phrase he tells the story (1974:222) of the Spanish poet and scholar Fray Luis de Léon (1527-1591) who returned to Salamanca after being held captive by the Inquisition for five years, to resume his lecturing. His audience expected an emotional outpouring or a denunciation of the Inquisition. Instead, he started by saying: ‘As we said yesterday ....’, picking up the thread of his lecture where it was interrupted five years before. This I regard as noble.

The theme of one’s role as a scientist is of course much wider than that of the scientific values only. Comparable to one’s everyday milieu and religious milieu, one’s scientific milieu could become a topic of investigation. This would include dealing with the academic school in which one might stand, with one’s general theoretical and methodological orientation, and so on. In the next chapter this theme will be taken up again.

5.2.4 INTERESTS AND IDEOLOGIES

Science is not self-sufficient, except in those instances where it takes on religious overtones. Usually it is done in the service of other, wider dimensions of life. Different people come to it with different motives and purposes. For these extra-scientific motivational forces the word ‘interests’ is nowadays often used. Stripped of its Marxist overtones, it may be used in the present context to cover the various needs that could impel people to do their science — and to do it the way they do it. One person might be attracted by the possibility of obtaining power; another might be drawn by the hope of enhancing his prestige; a third might view it as a means towards some religious end, for example to find a deeper level of religious experience, or to find confirmation of his belief that all religion is opium of or for the people; a fourth might be driven by an urge to widen the arc of his cultural experience; a fifth might envisage the possibility of improving the lot of mankind or of a section of it; a sixth might hope to escape from the technological mentality, or to become more efficient in technological society; and so on.

In concrete cases, these interests are probably as multifarious in their shades of nuance as the number of individuals interested in religion. Consciously or unconsciously, and very subtly, they influence the way in which investigations are conducted, the way in which conclusions are drawn, and the way in which results are reported and used.
A related word, often used, is ‘ideology’. It is also often misused, being bandied as a term of abuse by opposing parties — each usually disparaging the other’s views as ideological. When used in a more neutral, descriptive way, it is sometimes understood in a wide sense, to refer to a society’s general interpretation of reality, consisting of a description of reality and values applying to life. This wide definition is probably not sharp enough, and it merges too much with the general concept ‘culture’. A more stringent definition would give us a more useful tool. Here I understand by ‘ideology’ a pattern of ideas and values which reflects the interests of a society or a section of a society, and which tends to be justificatory or apologetic, thereby mobilizing the society or a section of it with a view to the attainment of some (especially economical and political) public goal. Ideologies include capitalism, communism, nationalism and other systems. Ideologies are based on interests, but they go further. An interest may be an individual or a social affair; an ideology is by definition a social affair. An individual can naturally share in a socially-accepted ideology, but one would hardly speak of a particular individual’s own idiosyncratic legitimizing construction as his ideology. Nevertheless, an individual can of course be inspired by a more widely accepted ideology. Interests may be compared to raw material, which is then taken up and refined via a conscious intellectual process. Ideologies are rooted in interests, and further these interests. Interests themselves rest in basic layers of our lives; ideologies are man-made constructions, thought up by intellectuals. Interestingly enough, ideologies tend to obfuscate their characteristics of being intellectual constructions, reflecting interests, and mobilizing groups. They tend to become absolute systems of legitimation — without being in need of legitimation themselves. The result is that an ideology can easily insinuate itself into the individual’s mind and insidiously become an uncritically accepted guiding frame of reference.

The student of religion is by no means immune from this possibility.

5.2.5 PERSONAL RELIGION

One’s personal religion must be distinguished from one’s religious milieu. Into the second I am born; the first is my personal commitment. The second is the soil in which I exist; the first is the root of my existence. The second belongs to my appropriated world; the first belongs to my core as a human being. I experience the second as penultimacy; the first as ultimacy. The second lies around the first. My religious milieu could become the focal point of my deepest commitment. For example, it is possible for a Christian to transfer unreserved commitment to God, from God to empirical Christianity. Then the religious milieu becomes, as it were, God to him, and in analysing his attitude towards his religious environment we are in fact analysing his deepest commitment, that is, his personal religion. Also, religious milieu and personal religion are here somewhat forcefully distinguished for analytical purposes. In reality, they blend.

The question now is: what is the relationship between the personal religion of the student of religion and his scientific study? More specifically, what is the import of personal religion on the study of religion? To fully answer this question, we would need an embracing background theory on a grand scale, in which religion and science are related. We could then, to mention a few examples, draw on the theories of Weber (who believed that modern societies are progressively demystified and ratio-
nalised), Habermas (1978), Berger (1969; 1973), Luckmann (1963; 1972), Eliade (eg 1974); Luhmann (1977), and Hofmeyr (1979). We would then be able to trace the complicated story of their original intimacy (historically, modern science has religious roots), their progressive drifting apart as society became more specialised, and also of the countertendency, as science sometimes tends to take over a religious role and religion sometimes dons scientific respectability. But this would lead us too far. For our present purposes, I shall only outline how these two movements of the human mind meet in the study of religion.

The great phenomenologist of religion Van der Leeuw said that the study of religion is possible only by beginning from one's own attitude to life. Faith and intellectual suspense (epoche) do not exclude each other. 'Understanding, in fact, itself presupposes intellectual restraint. But this is never the attitude of the coldblooded spectator: it is, on the contrary, the loving gaze of the lover on the beloved object' (1964:684). Ratschow sees the basis for the very possibility of science of religion in the fact that the researcher of religion must be a human being who has been encountered and arrested by 'his' God; the personal religion of the student of religion is the prime condition, without which the student will miss the essence of his object of investigation (1973: 353). Pyle (1979:209) on the other hand believes that the investigator of religion need not himself be religious. But, he adds, his exercise becomes futile if he holds religion to be nonsensical, meaningless or inconceivable. Berger's remarks on the method of ethics is applicable to the method of science of religion. He holds fast to the difference between intellectual selfdiscipline and utopian imagination (in our present context, one could substitute 'personal religion' for the last). 'While these are two distinct movements of the human mind, they are by no means contradictory and can be undertaken, albeit with tensions, by the same individual. I think we badly need individuals who are capable of both movements and who can bear the tension this entails' (1974a: 258).

It would be unrealistic to deny that a student's personal religion would influence his study of religion. It would also be foolish to deny the value of this springboard. One's own religious experience is a mine, richer and deeper than mere insider knowledge about one's religious milieu. Somebody who is completely a-religious or anti-religious would probably be able to make only superficial statements about strongly convinced religion, just as somebody who is colour-blind will hardly appreciate fully paintings of Van Gogh. Conversely, a strongly convinced believer will have difficulty in understanding the atheist or the agnostic, who are to be taken as seriously by science of religion as the believer. We all start somewhere; and the richer our own experience, the richer will the yield of understanding be of familiar as well as strange forms of experience. Von Harnack was patently wrong in claiming that anyone who knows one religion (Christianity) knows all religions. Max Müller was more correct in declaring that he who knows only one, knows none; but we have to add: he who knows one, at least has a starting point to learn something about other religions as well.

On the other hand, it would be just as short-sighted to insist that only a believer can understand a religion. Some important distinctions have to be made in this regard.
First, there is a difference between science and religion. Science is at the same time less, and more, than religion. It is less, in that it cannot pretend to reproduce the fulness of religious experience; and it is more, in that it asks questions not asked by faith and gives answers not given by faith. Of course only a believer could give an account of the almost inaccessible recesses of highly personal religious motivations, but he would not necessarily be able to give a theoretical explanation of those motivations or of the situational patterns in which his religion occurs. To science and religion are attached two different styles of engagement; science is the purposive search for approximate knowledge; religion is essentially response to an ultimate meaning. Science, by its nature, suspends absolute commitment to religious values, perhaps only for a short while, but nonetheless does so; religion suspends doubt. Of course they are related at least by virtue of the fact that they both arise from the one, whole human being who is hopefully not schizophrenic; but the whole man does not exercise all his capacities all the time. They are alternates, rather than alternatives. This is not to deny that to move from the one kind of engagement to the other may be difficult and may stretch the mental capacities of the individual who at times does one or the other. It is also not to deny that one’s religion will influence one’s science of religion. But the vital point to keep in mind is that the study of religion is not coterminous with religious confession, and that science of religion is not a parliament of religions. To borrow N Smart’s (1973) terms: the study of religion is distinct from the expression of religion. There is no reason to attach a sui generis character to science of religion. It is ‘only’ science (like sociology, psychology and the rest) but as such, it has a dignity of its own.

Second, we have to distinguish between various levels and degrees of understanding. An absolute insistence that only a truly convinced believer can study religion, would lead to solipsism because the umbrella terms we usually employ, such as ‘Hinduism’, ‘Judaism’, ‘Buddhism’ and ‘Christianity’, are found to be quite gross when we start to analyse the empirical worlds to which they vaguely refer. Even within each ‘religion’ there are many (often conflicting) views, and if we use an even finer sieve, each convinced adherent would have his or her very own personal religion. If held consistently, the insistence that a religion is accessible only to those who completely share in it, makes all study of religion impossible.

It seems to rest on the confusion of science and religion, and on the assumption that understanding is a matter of everything or nothing. But in the study of religion Christianity is not a closed book to all but convinced Christians, religious scepticism to all but sceptics, or Hinduism to all but Hindus. In chapter 6 I shall take this theme up once more. At this stage we note that understanding is a matter of various degrees and levels of depth. Sometimes, in the study of a particular case, we would try to get as near to the core of a person’s self-understanding as possible, but this case cannot be restricted to only myself, and even a little knowledge of others is better than nothing. Like all science, the study of religion wants to be publicly shared; it is not esoteric. Its purpose is not to isolate people in exclusive and inaccessible castles of meaning, but to widen the field of public discourse about religion as much as possible. The difficulties are enormous, but not more insurmountable than is the case in other sciences of man.
5.3 REFLEXIVENESS

5.3.1 INCREASED SELF-AWARENESS

A useful term for the kind of activity where the investigator investigates himself as investigator, is reflexiveness. This self-analysis may be distinguished from two other types of knowing activity. The first of these is unreflectiveness, which refers to our normal everyday way of dealing with the world, where we take things for granted. A second type is reflectiveness. The knower experiences a distance between himself and the normal things. They become problematic. This may be the beginning of the scientific (theoretical) kind of knowing, which refers to the way of dealing with the world (in our case, with religion), as we partly describe it in this introduction. The concept reflexiveness is at home in the phenomenological tradition. It has to do with the kind of investigation where the knower turns back on himself in his act of knowing. It is thus a special form, an expansion, a radicalizing of reflectiveness. The student of religion here heeds himself. He follows, as it were, in his own tracks, made as he moves around in his world as an everyday man, a religious man, or as a student of religion.

The background assumptions mostly enter into the study of religion without our being conscious of their import, and they can remain undetected and unarticulated. But once a researcher becomes conscious of them, his intellectual conscience will not easily allow him to turn a blind eye to their existence. He then realises that they (with the exception of intra-scientific values) introduce bias. They can easily change from innocence into pseudo-innocence. Hiding them is not the answer. At least we have to make them explicit to ourselves. To recognise the inevitability of such conditioning is the first step to overcome its possible deterministic character. Captivity within an ideology is avoided by taking one's situation into full, explicit and critical account, thereby changing one's automatic conditioning into a conscious conditioning and thus changing the nature of the conditioning itself. By becoming radically conscious of my points of departure, my perspectives and my dogmatic presuppositions I begin to take responsibility for them. Increased self-awareness amounts to the expansion of the boundaries of one's responsibility. It may not be easy to do this. It may be disquieting, and it is naturally not possible for an individual to examine himself definitively. In this respect criticism by others is necessary. Through the debunking confrontation of enemies and the co-operation of friends I discover myself. The individual may fear that this self-analysis may lead to paralysis, or that he will be embarking on a never-ending journey leading him away from his real task, which would be to direct himself to his object. But this is of course precisely where the rub is: he has to direct himself. The temporary alienation from myself in this process of clarification undermines the dogmatic arrogance of naive realism. A spiral of reflexiveness is part of the study of religion: in discovering other persons, I discover myself, and in discovering myself the possibility is created of moving beyond the boundaries of my own situation and of making creative use of my own background in order to discover other persons. Self-knowledge and the knowledge of others hang together.
Reflexiveness amounts to the personal and situational understanding (cf chapter 4), by the student of religion, of himself; to his being willing, and able, to give an account of his own personal stance (including his personal religious, ideological and scientific commitment) and his own locality in the world (including his general cultural background and his religious milieu), which are part of the perspective in which he will inevitably approach the religions of his study.

5.3.2 IS PERSONAL RELIGION CHANGED IN THE PROCESS?

Even though science of religion cannot propound values, it will nevertheless indirectly affect the values of those who take part in it. According to some it will open the floodgates of relativism and scepticism; according to others it will have a therapeutic value for those who study it, the scalpel itself even becoming a sacramental instrument (Goodenough 1959:95). Note that the reflexive effect of science of religion is of course an important theme of investigation for science of religion. In that case, it has to be dealt with as an empirical question. Instead of sweeping statements about the compatibility or otherwise of deep religious commitment and deep scientific commitment we would find out how they mix in specific cases. The status of the remarks made here, is simply that of general, brief and preliminary comments. The remarks would apply partly even to a positivistic study of religion. But we are really focusing on a science of religion which is self-critically aware of the constructive quality of its search for truth about religion. It may be said of this kind of study that it could set men free from reified, absolutized religion, that is, from religion which has been allowed to become hardened into a chunk of thing-like solidity, forgetting that religion itself is the deposit in the field of human experience of a mystery lying radically beyond the religion itself. Faith is discovered as a human answer, essentially pointing beyond itself. This science of religion, by uncovering the personal and situational quality of religion, and in the process allowing the revealing of the only too human quality of the human side of religion, can re-awaken men’s receptivity for the mystery itself. It could make the student more conscious of his own religion or lack of it, its strengths and its weaknesses, its shades of joy and doubt. One’s perception of one’s own view of life could gain in vividness and precision, and through this process of self-discovery the person would mature.

5.3.3 ‘HOW CLEAR IS THIS TO ME?’

In sub-section 5.3.1 especially one facet of reflexiveness received attention, namely the analysis by the student of religion of himself as the one who knows. The reason for this kind of activity is not narcissistic absorption in one’s own act of knowing. It is rather thereby truly to get to know the other, clearing the view as far as possible by removing, or correcting, or at least allowing for distortions by myself, in order to allow the other human being to show himself to me. I want to perceive the other as plainly as possible. I scale the wall of my own personal situation in order to look over it into that of the people in whom I am interested. An important facet of reflexiveness is therefore the analysis by the student of religion of how he perceives the other person.

Naturally the investigator will play according to the rules of the particular scientific game in which he takes part. He will exegete ancient texts according to the rules laid
down by the forum of exegetes, interview according to the rules of interviewing, and so on. But there still remains the grey area where irrational forces play around the formal rules when human beings meet other human beings. Here the person who studies others has to decide whether he truly sees what he thinks he sees. How obvious is it to me that St Paul advocated this or that form of government? How obvious is it to me that group X believes this or that, or that these are their motives? How clear is it that religion is losing ground, or gaining ground? Reflexiveness in this regard means to be wide awake as to how something appears to me. Exactly how manifest is this or that to me? Along which steps did my mind move in coming to believe this or that? There are degrees of evidence, the impact of first impressions, and so on. These aspects typically belong to the phenomenological field of interest (cf the treatment 'constitutive phenomenology' and 'phenomenology of appearances' receive in this school).

There is a danger of believing that because science of religion does not deal in hard data (facts and figures) quite as impressively as the natural sciences, it is therefore subjectivistic. After all, it is not possible to check on everything, so why not record the first impressions that come to mind? It is possible to 'get an impression' and to 'come to a conclusion' the way a sparrow builds her nest: selected bits and pieces and definitely some technique go into it, but the sparrow would not be able to tell us how or why she weaves as she does. Some see the interpreter of religion almost as a conjurer: suddenly (but from where and how? — his movements are so quick!) the white doves appear. The moral of these similes from the circus and from nature is of course to admonish ourselves to be honest and to take care about what we see. True, nobody would be dishonest or careless on purpose when reading a religious document, or voluntarily entertain self-deceptions about what he sees, but it could still be helpful to underline the importance of the discipline of the mind this chapter has been dealing with. Once more, a first step here is to acquire the ability to describe to myself (and to others who perhaps do not see what I see nearly as clearly as I do) how I see what I see, and how I came to see it the way I do. Reflexiveness implies the adoption of an attitude of questioning self-criticism concerning one's coming to hold certain thoughts to be true. It implies the willingness to look again, and the exploration of other possibilities beyond the first obvious one. In short, it is the scientific habit of mind rigorously at work.
CHAPTER 6

The Social Dimension of Adequacy

6.1 THE ENCOUNTER WITH RELIGIOUS PERSONS

6.1.1 THE PROBLEM, THE POSSIBILITY AND THE NEED

To follow the maxim 'know thyself' (described in the previous chapter) is necessary — but it is not sufficient to guarantee that my knowledge of somebody else's religion may be called true. The real purpose is of course to 'know the other' (so that, eventually, we, humanity, may know ourselves). In the previous chapter we were concerned with the clarification of my conception of the other's religion; but we need to know whether my conception truly corresponds to the other's religion. True, I have to be aware of my side of the wall between us; but my purpose is to scale it, to get to know the other side, your side, of it. What is more, my assumption (some would call it presumption) as a student of religion is not only to see you, the other, from my point of view, but to discover how you, from your point of view, see yourself and your world. Before considering some of the questions raised by this assumption, let us accept as a general conviction that objectivity in science of religion is indeed partly a quality of the relationship between the student and the people studied; and that this implies as a general research-guiding rule: find out how the persons you are studying experience themselves and their situations.
In varying ways W C Smith and W B Kristensen expressed this idea by arguing that 'no statement about a religion is valid unless it can be acknowledged by that religion's believers' (Smith 1959:42); and: 'Every religion ought to be understood from its own standpoint, for that is how it is understood by its own adherents ..... They (ie historians and phenomenologists of religion) must investigate what religious value the believers (Greeks, Babylonians, Egyptians, etc) attached to their faith, what religion meant for them ..... For the historian only one evaluation is possible: "the believers were completely right'' (Kristensen 1969:41, 48, 49).

To discover somebody else's world from within, however, is much easier said than done. Philosophically, the question how to escape from solipsism and how to found the possibility of knowing the mind of another person, seems to present such an awesome task that first-rate philosophers have staggered under it; and under the impression of the practical difficulties involved, some excellent scholars in religion have backed away from it, satisfying themselves within the externally observable aspects. Wach referred to the problem as to whether participation in another's religion might be a condition for understanding it, as the central methodological problem of science of religion (Wach 1923:35). Indeed, it is necessary to remind ourselves of the gap between him or her who understands and those who are to be understood, even when they share the same general cultural and religious milieu. What superficially could appear like mere shades of nuances within the same religious milieu (for example, 'Judaism' or 'Protestantism') may be found to be vastly different things when a finer sieve is used in order to catch the subtler qualities of existential religious commitment. This problem is of course enormously compounded when the contact is sought across the barriers of different historical and cultural worlds. Here the interpreter indeed finds himself separated from the objects of his curiosity by a nasty broad ditch, to use the famous words of the German philosopher Lessing (1729-1781). The demand to see the religion of the ancient Egyptians or any other religion as the adherents themselves saw it in the past, or may see it today, may indeed seem to be naive or presumptuous.

Yet this line of argument contains an important element of truth. It reflects the awareness that religio-scientific concepts and theories have to be kept in close touch with the human reality they purport to deal with adequately. It expresses the desire to honour the integrity of the religious phenomena we study, by trying to meet the religious people on their own ground and on their own terms, and by not forcing the phenomena into the moulds of our own minds. There is no need to argue that since it is impossible to reach the deepest recesses of a person's inner life, we might as well give up the entire effort to see the world of another as it were through his eyes. In our everyday lives we simply assume that mutual understanding is possible, at least to the extent of meeting the practical necessities of our life together with other people. We assume that, however imperfectly, our points of view can coincide, or converge, and that I can put myself in your place and you can put yourself in mine. At least we assume that by mutual effort our perspectives can be brought close enough to one another to make communication possible. This assumption is developed in the kind of approach suggested by Smith and Kristensen. Let us try to describe more precisely what this approach may imply, while keeping in mind that the other's, the believer's, verdict may not be accepted as the only or the highest criterion of validity in studying his religion. Nevertheless, as one amongst other factors, it deserves our close attention.
6.1.2 OUR COMMON HUMANITY

Religious people and those who study them are, before anything else, members of the human race. Our common humanity is the basis on which the project of a science of religion becomes possible. Science of religion does not need as a basis the idea of some universal religion, with the implication that deep down all religions are the same. Neither does it presuppose sympathy in the full sense of hearts beating together in close fellowship, such as is for example expressed by the word ‘love’ (agape) in the Christian church. But it does presuppose that all human beings share the same human nature, that they have the same longings and fears, and that their religions (as humanly constituted systems of meaning) often show parallels and similarities, making it possible for members of one religion (or perhaps no official religion) to sound the depths of strange religions in some measure. This is why industrial man can be moved by a rock painting of a stone-age San artist. He discovers himself, in his search for meaning, in those strange figures in the faded colours.

The embracing of mankind has implications for the way in which the student will associate with his ‘objects’. In this respect, science of religion is the living out of a social ethic of ‘Mitmenschlichkeit’ (co-humanity), lying beyond positivistic-neutral description. It respects the human dignity of the other, however much he might differ from me. It does not stem from an attitude of aggressive debunking or condemnation, striking at the wrongs in any religion. Neither is it a sentimental plea for understanding or forgiveness, or an ecumenical religious undertaking. Its service to mankind in our pluralistic world is to introduce people to each other under the aspect of religion, and this implies that each be allowed to present himself.

6.1.3 KINDS AND LEVELS OF UNDERSTANDING OTHER PERSONS

Before we go further, let us retrace our steps and return to what has been said so far about understanding. On pp27-28 and pp32-35 the ‘object’ of understanding was dealt with (patterns of objective religious things, as well as particular cases and general patterns of personal religion and religious contexts). We declined to accept a dichotomy between ‘understanding’ and ‘explanation’, and decided to mean by understanding simply satisfactory knowledge in a wide sense, and by explanation the means of restoring or achieving disturbed or lacking understanding. The relationship between theoretical (scientific) understanding and religious commitment was touched on, and we saw that although they are not mutually exclusive, they nevertheless are two distinct movements of the mind (pp41-43). It was suggested that understanding is not a matter of everything or nothing, but of levels and degrees (p43). A few related words were introduced (pp44-45): unreflectiveness (things are perfectly obvious; in other words, there is an unproblematic, naive understanding, and no explanation is asked for); reflectiveness (things become problematic, and explanation is sought); the theoretical (scientific) form of reflectiveness (reflective understanding and explanation take on a unique texture); and reflexiveness (a special form of reflectiveness; the self-understanding or self-explanation of the knower, to himself or to others).
Let us distinguish between three kinds of pre-theoretical understanding, namely existential understanding, insider (participant) understanding, and outsider understanding. The criterion used in distinguishing between the three kinds is the degree of sympathy and intimacy in the relationship between the person who understands and the person(s) understood.

We may speak of existential understanding when the relationship is close, for example, in a religious agape-relationship. The understander shares in the existential commitment that inspires a group, either by birth and the process of socialization following it, or by becoming an adherent by conversion. Explanation here means to make clear what 'we' intend in our religion, or why 'we' are faithful to this particular commitment. There are degrees of existential understanding. The purest case is the individual's self-understanding. Existential understanding shades off into lesser degrees of being affected by or sharing in a religion, until it merges into insider (participant) understanding.

Insider (participant) understanding occurs when the understander has a sufficient knowledge of the general set-up of a group to get around quite easily, but without necessarily sharing in or being affected by their religious commitment. He may be born into this milieu, or join it (conversion is too strong a word for it), or he may even be able to play the role of a member successfully.

Outsider understanding occurs when the understander does not in any meaningful way share either in 'their' commitments or in 'their' world. This brand of understanding is not difficult to achieve. In fact, it is the kind of stereotyped knowledge most people are satisfied to have of most other people most of the time, but its degree of adequacy is low.

In real life the shifts between existential and insider understanding, and between insider and outsider understanding, are naturally gradual.

In four respects theoretical understanding (that is, religio-scientific understanding in the full sense) is distinct from pre-theoretical understanding:

(a) Theoretical understanding is characterised by the attitude of intellectual discipline, suspending (not denying) the natural commitments in life (including the various levels of religious involvement with others) far more rigorously than ordinary understanding.

(b) Theoretical understanding is systematic: it is (or strives after) the formulation of a body of logically consistent, interrelated concepts and propositions concerning religion. Such a body is called a theory when it is fully developed, a theoretical framework when it is less developed. The relationship between propositions are not necessarily of a deductive-nomological kind, but may also be in the form of a statement of coherent patterns.

(c) Theoretical understanding is also systematically constructed. It is formulated in such a way that hypotheses can be derived from the theory, which can then be tested systematically by empirical checks. This critical falsification leads to the
improvement of the theory. In other words, theoretical understanding is essentially open, dynamic and approximate. In principle it exposes itself to improvement or refutation, that is, it implies seeking for new and better explanations. The aspect of understanding with which we are concerned in this section, is this: how can this systematic, knowledge-generating shuttling back and forth between the student of religion and religious people be achieved?

(d) Theoretical understanding refers to the broader existing stock of knowledge in science of religion, to the *forum* of scholars of religion. It is not a private affair.

To what extent is it necessary for adequate theoretical understanding to be based on previous participant understanding, or even existential understanding? Or is mere outsider understanding sufficient?

It may be argued that in fact all theoretical understanding implicitly relies on participant and even existential understanding of some sort. In the previous chapter I have argued that the student of religion’s experience of his own personal religion or lack of it and of his own world (his existential self-understanding and his participant understanding of his own general cultural background and religious milieu) inevitably plays an enormous role in his reconstruction of the religion of others. It seems to me that a good existential understanding, or at least participant understanding, of the other’s religion is an ideal worth pursuing, with a view to a theoretical understanding with a reasonable degree of adequacy. This brings us back to the general research-guiding rule: if possible, find out how the persons you are studying experience themselves and their situations.

The implication of all this is that theory has to be grounded in the experience of the people involved (cf Zijderveld 1972). The formation of theoretical understanding may proceed in two directions. First, the pre-theoretical understanding may move via low level theorizing (still staying quite close to the actual experience of the people themselves) towards refinement into more abstract theorizing. Second, one may start with abstract theory in a more speculative fashion, as long as we realise that this abstract understanding also has to pass the test of the experience of the religious people. It is not necessary to close the door to the development of abstract theories in science of religion. On the contrary, they are needed. The insistence on sensitive theories (that is, theories that are sensitive to the actual experience of the believers or members) also does not imply the error of personalism (sometimes also referred to as psychologism), that is, the idea that theoretical understanding explains only the subjective feelings, beliefs, ideas, intentions and so on of religious man. It could, and should, proceed beyond that and construct explanations of broad situational patterns. Nevertheless, it is a wise rule of thumb that all theoretical understanding of religion should in some way make sense to the religious people if made clear to them, although they might not agree with it.

6.1.4 WAYS TO UNDERSTANDING

I may belong to the Jewish religion; how then can I, as a Jewish student of religion, even try to understand the religion of Hindus adequately? Or I may be an agnostic; is there an even remote possibility that I can achieve an understanding of African
religion? In this sub-section we shall look at the more practical aspect of understanding religious experiences in which the student may not share directly.

6.1.4.1 Conversion

The first possibility that comes to mind is naturally the actual conversion of the investigator to another religious commitment. It could create a groundwork for religio-scientific understanding, if the convert is able to adopt the theoretical stance in regard to himself and to his newly-acquired faith. But clearly conversion cannot be demanded as a prerequisite for studying another religion. It is not something that can be done, or not, at will, depending on the demands of his particular project.

6.1.4.2 Imaginative re-enactment

A second way is the imaginative re-enactment, by the student, of the existential understanding of the other person. The common humanity shared by both, and the personal existential understanding of the student of his own world, allow him to enter into the skin and mind of the other person — admittedly only in a make-believe fashion, but this is still very useful. Certainly the use of the imagination is not to be frowned upon. It is one of the noblest faculties of the human mind, indispensable not only in art, but also in science. Adopting as much as possible the frame of mind of the other person implies ‘thinking away’ those aspects which are our own personal peculiarities, and adding those aspects which seem to be peculiar to the other person. By self-critically moving back and forth between myself and the other, I can in some measure succeed in reconstructing the existential understanding of the other person. In this vein Kristensen spoke of the ‘imaginative re-experiencing’ of a situation strange to us (1969:42), and Allen of ‘imaginative participation’ (1978:90). At best this way would lead to an ‘as if’ existential understanding. It remains precarious, and in need of vigorous empirical checks.

6.1.4.3 Becoming a participant

One of the ways to understanding is the immersion of oneself into the setting one is trying to understand by becoming a participant in the everyday lives of other people and their religious settings without necessarily becoming a believer. Living with the people, sharing their lives, learning their history and appreciating their cultural heritage — these are a few obvious aspects to this effort. As an insider one could get to know the whole context of their life and the forces at work in it. In that context, one could interpret the meanings of their gestures, their facial expressions, the tone of their voices, their holy places and times, great events in their past, and so on. The conclusions one comes to on the basis of the observation of these signs in these contexts are not formally ‘proved’. Yet this contextual experience is important with a view to making valid observations.

6.1.4.4 Encounter

In the three ways sketched so far, the student of religion still uses his own eyes, as it were. He understands himself, or at most he understands himself as if he were the other, but there still remains a gap between all this and the personal experience of
the other himself, looking with his own eyes at himself and his own world. In order to ensure that our concepts and our theories remain sensitive to concrete religion, it is a matter of the highest priority to have the benefit of the first-hand experience of the others, the adherents, themselves. From the point of view of the student, this road to understanding is indirect, leading via the individual experience of the other person. In this regard the name of Freud has gained new importance. His theory of religion is outdated, but his method of encounter with his patients has in some circles become a model of approach in the sciences dealing with man. The truth about the patient (in our case, about religious man) is not the one-sided achievement of the student; it is the result of the encounter between the student and the person being studied in a process of growth affecting both. Truth is found via dialogue.

It is quite remarkable how many statements are made about religion by people who obviously scorned the courtesy of at least trying to find out whether the adherents would in any way recognise themselves in the picture drawn of them. It should, however, also be emphasised that the opinion of the adherents should not be taken to be the final validation of the student's theoretical understanding. It would be naive to simply question Mr Brown about his religion and then take his verdict as the final word about it, on the assumption that after all it is his religion. There is much more to a religion than meets the eye of the adherents. Conscious intentions are part of much more inclusive patterns, which more often than not are beyond the understanding of the adherents. This is also why the open co-operation of the adherents — however highly this has to be valued — has to be critically evaluated. Human beings are often unconscious of their own motivations. Religion often merges with ideology, and unfortunately — as all religions realise in their anthropologies — human beings sometimes conceal the truth. In fact, science of religion has the effect of leading people towards greater self-awareness, honesty and integrity in their religion.

6.2 THE CONTROLS OF EXPERT OPINION

Religious experience admittedly has ineffable mystical depths that are accessible only to individuals by way of religious intuition, often incommunicable. We now have to see clearly that science of religion is committed to making logically connected propositions about religion, propositions which have to be publicly communicable and publicly testable. Although religion may become the object of religio-scientific investigation, and although religious experience (the student's own experience, as well as that of others) has to be given its due as a valuable source and a resource in the science of religion, science of religion is not religion. It has to try and attain the highest possible standards of logical rigour and empirical evidence. Pre-theoretical understanding is valuable, but we still have to make the leap, so to speak, to scientific understanding.

I therefore fully endorse Hubbeling's argument (1973:9-33) in favour of the strict application of the rules of classical logic in science of religion, as opposed to less strict (more permissive) systems of dialectical logic. But why be logical at all? Part of the answer to this question (and this is our present concern) is that this criterion has been accepted since the beginnings of modern science in classical Greece, by those who wished to join the scientific tradition. This leads us to an important di-
mension of adequacy in science of religion: its propositions should conform to the
standards of the forum of expert opinion. It is a social enterprise, stretching over
many generations, by those who share this passion and who in the course of time
have worked out, tried out and refined such methods and procedures as would yield
increasingly reliable results and lead to more comprehensive and better explanatory
theories. This process goes on.

There is another aspect to this dimension, apart from the formal rules and proce­
dures more or less generally accepted by the forum. Even if we agree that the stan­
dards of formalisation should be pushed up as far as possible, there will still remain
the quality which may be rendered by the word ‘taste’. It does not refer to mere
subjectivistic and arbitrary preferences for this or that opinion. In the appreciation
of works of art for example formal ‘proofs’ cannot seriously be demanded. In
science of religion we have to honour, even in applying the formal rules, the wise
ability of discrimination which is developed by long experience with religious ex­
pressions, in the company of those who are acknowledged masters in the field.
Science of religion needs exposure of its understanding to the mutual criticism of its
practitioners, which is necessary with a view to the cancelling of bias. This respon­
sibility to the scientific community of course presupposes, and implies, freedom
of thought and freedom of scientific expression, which allows for innovation and
thereby for the improvement of the whole enterprise.

6.3 THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF SCIENCE OF RELIGION

The interpreter of religion is responsible: not only to the fellowship of scientists of
religion or to the religious people he encounters, but to society as a whole.

The notion of responsibility (according to the fine analysis by Niebuhr 1963) in­
cludes the obvious element of response to someone; we had occasion to go into
science of religion as a way of responding to religion. It also includes the element
of interpreting the meanings intended by the other; this too received our attention.
Two further elements, to which we shall now turn more specifically, are solidarity
and anticipation.

Solidarity refers to the realization that you and I who respond to each other, are
interdependent. Our actions and our mutual responses to our reciprocal actions
mesh. A bond is created. Applied to the study of religion, it refers to the realization
that the student — or rather, the whole fellowship of students of religion — is part
of the society in which this kind of search is done. In a national perspective, science
of religion is enmeshed in pluralistic South Africa, which is at present entering into
probably the most crucial period of its history. There is no possibility of disentang­
ling itself from this social context. Seen in a wider perspective, it is part of the de­
bate in our world between the many and often conflicting parties, and between the
present generations and the many past heritages of mankind.

The word ‘anticipation’ brings the point of the social responsibility of science of
religion home even more strongly. On a personal level, anticipation refers to the rea­
lication that the way I act towards you and respond to your actions, will influence
your actions and responses. Accepting responsibility for my actions, I anticipate the
consequences, even the unintended ones, for you as far as possible. When we study a religion, we have to realise that this will affect that religion. There is no possibility of honestly backing out of this responsibility. In this sense, science of religion is not only accountable to the people directly studied, but to the whole of society. The coming of science of religion in the nineteenth century was in a way an effect of the process of modernization; it also was and is today a contributing factor in the formation of our modern world.

It is not the calling of science of religion to be directly either 'prophetic' (reforming) or 'priestly' (protective). It should not strive to debunk any religion or to propagate any religion, to convert anyone or to make an apostate of anyone. Neither does it necessarily lead to any of these consequences. It affects different people in different ways. In some cases it will cause an experience of shock; in others it will lead to an experience of liberation and deepened self-understanding in the encounter with a sympathetic onlooker; in others the sober peeling away of layers of religion will lead to the uncovering of a gem of rare value. Let us realise that we are touching some of the most sensitive tissues in human life which are furthermore exposed to severe pressures in our time. Perhaps the ideal attitude of the student of religion can best be described by saying that it combines humaneness with an unsentimental insight into human realities, aware that religion has sometimes masked very human arrogance and folly. In this irenic-ironic spirit science of religion has its role to play in society.

When it moves on the lower levels of theoretical understanding (that is, when it stays quite close to descriptive accounts of religious expressions of all sorts), it need not get stuck in flat neutralism. There is something like an evocative, creative neutrality which may lead to a deepened self-understanding in the group studied, and which may evoke that particular religious world to outsiders, making it possible for them to enter into that world, perhaps even to understand in a limited but extremely valuable way the personal religion of those other people. In fact, a good criterion of adequacy to apply to an account of a particular religion or a religious phenomenon would be the question to what extent it succeeds in communicating it to outsiders. It calls for a high degree of hermeneutical sensitiveness and clarity in literary presentation, without slackening the standards of soundness. On this level, the study of religion could introduce religious man to his brother. Even on the more abstract levels of its understanding science of religion is nevertheless committed to the benefit of mankind by opening men's eyes to themselves and to others.
7.1 CONCEPTUALIZING RELIGION

Burhoe (1974:15) may seem uncomfortably close to the truth in stating ‘that the scientific study of religion is today in a more primitive state than was biology two centuries ago. We have not yet had our Darwin; we have hardly had our Linnaeus to sharpen our basic descriptive terms and their classifications; and we have not sufficiently utilized the tested conceptual or symbolic systems of other pertinent disciplines to help structure and order our data’. Yet this is an overstatement. Science of religion has made important contributions to the understanding of religion. The problem of concept formation has so far been dealt with especially in terms of two grand strategies, namely phenomenology and logical empiricism. These metascientific positions have been clarified in chapter 3. We shall now come to their applications in science of religion, in connection with the formation of concepts.

7.1.1 THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL HERITAGE

A search for the ‘essence’ of religion is typical of phenomenology of religion. This search, as well as the supposed essence, are often rightly criticized for being a-histo-
rical in character: by means of the ‘free variation’ of aspects of the phenomena purely in the imagination of the researcher, he is sometimes thought to be able to grasp intuitively a timeless core of religion. Merleau-Ponty (1973:75ff) has, however, emphasized that, just as all empirical study presupposes the construction of essences (interpreted as heuristic concepts) by the researcher, so the essences themselves are founded on the empirical study of factual cases; he speaks of the ‘double envelopment’, even of the ‘fundamental homogeneity’ of the ‘essential’ and ‘inductive’ aspects of our knowledge. The intuitive search for an a-historical essence of religion thus may be transformed into the empirical search for recurrent patterns and for a structural identity in the historical course of mankind’s religious quest, by means of the empirical investigation of the multifarious observable religious phenomena. This is indispensable with a view to a reliable conceptualization of religion. We have to find out what religion looks like out there in empirical reality. But this cannot be done without the prior construction of concepts that might light up our path of discovery. We need precise and reliable concepts in order to find anything out there. Improvement of our knowledge proceeds in terms of this spiral movement between observation and conceptualization.

Where phenomenology is defined as an independent subdiscipline, its task is seen to be ‘the systematic study of the forms of religion, that part of religious research which classifies and systematically investigates religious conceptions, rites and myth-traditions from comparative morphological-typological points of view’ (Hultkrantz 1970:74f). Once again a tendency to divorce structures of religion from the historical contexts in which they occur, may in some cases be pointed out and rejected. Also, one could criticize the relative lack of formal rigour in most of these classifications, typologies, and so on, in this branch of science of religion. But the programme of identifying the recurrent structures of religious phenomena, seeing the relations between these, and constructing classifications, should be accepted as invaluable with a view to adequate conceptualization. Much of the work done in this respect is indeed of high quality.

The notion of ‘intentionality’ is equally pertinent to the task of concept formation. Lately this aspect has been strongly emphasized by J Waardenburg (1978). In regard to the problem of concept-formation in the human sciences generally, pioneering work has been done by the social philosopher A Schutz. He makes the important point that all scientific concepts are ‘so to speak, constructs of the second degree, namely constructs of the constructs made by the actors on the social scene, whose behavior the scientist observes and tries to explain in accordance with the procedural rules of the science’ (Schutz 1973:6). This spells the end of a positivistic ideal of objectivity, that is, the fallacy of doing science (including conceptualizing, typologizing, and so on) as if the ‘objects’ with reference to which these operations are performed, belong to the realm of nature only. The ‘postulate of adequacy’, as defined by Schutz, demands that any scientific construct should be understandable to the (religious) actors themselves. Thus religio-scientific concepts should consciously and continuously be kept in touch with religion as experienced by religious people. Although these concepts should be fully recognized as constructs and not merely mirrored images of religious reality, they are nevertheless not the arbitrary creations of the student of religion; they are founded on religious experience itself, being sensitive to which is the hallmark of authentic science of religion.
This would be aligned to a programme of empirical research bent on understanding religious phenomena from within the perspective of religious people. We have to find out how they live through their own religion. The notion of intentionality may, however, not be restricted to the consciously held ‘intentions’ of religious people; it refers to the many modalities of religious experience, taken in a wide sense, including the unconscious levels.

7.1.2 THE DEMAND FOR LOGICAL PRECISION AND EMPIRICAL RELIABILITY IN LOGICAL EMPIRICISM

Logical empiricism has singularly stressed the demands for precision and reliability in concepts. Its impact on science of religion is of fairly recent date. Our close neighbours sociology of religion, psychology of religion and anthropology have had longer exposure to these challenges and have incorporated much of this school into their research procedures. In these disciplines we witness a better developed awareness of the insistence on accuracy and controlled empirical reference of concepts. Neuf’s criticism (1976) levelled against the existing state of concept formation in traditional science of religion undeniably pinpoints serious shortcomings in much of science of religion. According to Neuf, traditional science of religion (rooted in the hermeneutical and phenomenological thinking associated with Schleiermacher, Dilthey and Husserl) is basically irrationalistic in character; its concepts are vague and are not in any controlled manner subjected to empirical checks; its definitions do not measure up to the formal requirements for definitions; its classificatory concepts are not mutually exclusive; and it completely lacks the notion of quantifiable concepts. His judgment that the problematic of the ‘positivism dispute’ still has to penetrate science of religion, is true. Conversely, one could point out the lasting contributions of the phenomenological heritage, as I have done; and one could with much merit, as I see it, propose that the practising scientist of religion could indeed integrate elements of different traditions as he goes along, without becoming a ‘true believer’ in any of these schools, and without falling prey to irrationalism, formalism or positivism.

During the last ten years or so science of religion has in fact furnished evidence of an increasing sensitivity in regard to this neglected side of its work, concurrent with a general new awareness of methodological issues, in the course of what is probably an important shift in the general image of the discipline amongst its practitioners. There is a definite movement to develop its investigative skills on as broad a front as possible.

The new awareness has demonstrated itself in discussions concerning the definition of religion. In these discussions especially two areas have received attention: first, the nature of definitions and, closely related to this, the question of the empirical reliability of concepts; and second, the distinction between substantive and functional definitions of religion, and between exclusive and inclusive definitions. To the second we shall return in paragraph 7.1.4.

As far as the first area is concerned, some thoughts were exchanged concerning the question whether definitions are nominal or real; that is, whether they are relatively arbitrary conventions, or whether they correspond (or rather, should correspond)
to things out there, for example to religion as an entity. The nominalist position maintains that good definitions are more or less *useful* tools; the realist position, that they are more or less *true* propositions. According to nominalism, definitions say something about the usage of *words* (for example the word ‘religion’); according to realism, definitions say something about the real properties of *things* (for example the entity religion). According to nominalism, the word ‘religion’ means that which we agree upon to call religion (we draw the boundaries and give the content to the definition); according to realism, the word ‘religion’ refers to a given substance (we discover the boundaries of the substance and our word follows these). Whereas the phenomenologists of religion (at least implicitly) favour realism, those who work in the tradition of logical empiricism usually favour nominalism, following the prevailing opinion in contemporary logic (cf Robinson 1950, Brümmer (1975), Machalek 1977, Baird 1971, Penner and Yonan 1972).

For the practising scientist of religion it is not possible or necessary to find a solution to the complex philosophical questions lurking in the background, which have accompanied Western philosophy since an early date. There is no pressing reason why we should not accept the restriction of the term ‘definition’ to matters pertaining to the meaning of words. A definition is then used as a heuristic tool, somewhat like a sieve or a chisel. We cannot make headway in or even start an investigation without stipulating in advance the range of the terms we intend employing. We have to decide beforehand to exclude some aspects and include others in our working definition, in order to give at least some direction to our search. Such a definition of religion is not a definitive statement about religion; it is merely a working agreement, not yet touching on the qualities of the thing religion. Formulating such a definition of religion, we shoulder the responsibility of attaching a *clear* and *precise* meaning to the term. Defining religion does not thereby necessarily become a matter of arbitrary preference. There may be some very good reasons why a researcher or a group of researchers may decide to use this definition and not that one. Although not arbitrary, such a decision will be pragmatic: it would depend on the purpose of a particular project. The main point is that a definition is somewhat like a leading question, stirring up certain pertinent things.

Since the study of religion never reaches a stage of finality, its terms should always be treated as open-ended. Our definitions represent, in a preliminary fashion, the results of research thus far attained; they also anticipate new developments. Therefore, the question whether definitions should come at the beginning or the end of a project seems to be a pseudo-problem. They belong at both ends. The insistence on precise definitions should never become finicky. As Kaplan has argued, if definition in the strict, nominal sense (that is, as providing a set of terms synonymous, as a set, with the term defined, so that they are mutually replaceable) is absolutized, the result could easily be a premature closure of meaning, stultifying the growth of our knowledge. For this reason, definition cannot be regarded as the be-all and end-all of concept formation in science of religion. We do not only need precision of meaning, but also *reliability of meaning*, that is, a trustworthy fit of our concepts (and our verbal expressions of these) with empirical religion. What we are concerned with in this chapter, could therefore more rightly be called, by a looser and wider term, the *indication of meaning* of the term religion, rather than its strict definition, which implies a reduction of meaning (Kaplan 1964:73). The protagonists of ‘real definition’ probably have such an indication of meaning in mind.
In science of religion, the reliability of our concepts has sometimes been referred to in terms of the so-called 'operational definition' (cf Kishimoto 1961), which (in the original content given to it by Bridgman) said that a concept is to be defined in terms of the operations used to measure it. A famous example is that intelligence is what is measured by intelligence tests. One problem here is, however, that the concept religion relates to observable experience only indirectly. There is no reason why we should burden ourselves with this label.

7.1.3 THE CONCEPT RELIGION AS A NEXUS BETWEEN THEORY OF RELIGION AND EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON RELIGION

In this section, it will be necessary to elaborate on the character of the concept of religion as being a 'construct'. I shall argue that this concept is a difficult but necessary balancing act between abstract theorizing and concrete observation.

7.1.3.1 Religion as a theoretical concept

The word 'religion' is familiar in Western languages. W C Smith (1963) has shown that this word is, however, not of universal occurrence. The mistake we are prone to make, conditioned by our familiarity with the word, is to suppose that there is a direct and immediate correspondence between this conception of ours and an observable entity in the world out there. The first step we have to take therefore, is to cleanse ourselves of the scientific sin of reification, that is, of treating our words and concepts as though they were things themselves. True enough, in science of religion there are what might be called empirical concepts. Such concepts are based on relatively simple and direct observations; 'scripture', 'altar', 'amulet' and so on belong to this category. We also have concepts that may be called empirical in a more extended sense, being based on more subtle and indirect observations, the steps linking them with direct observation being more circuitous; 'prayer' is such a concept. We look at a certain facial expression, a certain bodily posture, a certain way of folding the hands; we hear certain words, uttered in a certain way, and we conclude that what we are observing is 'prayer'. To really 'see' a Muslim salat, presupposes a wide background knowledge. The more we know beforehand, the more we see. The same would apply to concepts such as 'church', 'sect', 'taboo', and so on. In fact all our religio-scientific concepts are positioned somewhere on this scale. The point I wish to make now is that 'religion' is a theoretical concept in a strong sense of the term. In general it may be said that concepts are the building blocks with which theories are constructed. There is a dialectic between theory and concepts. A good theory (which is what, in the end, a discipline is about) presupposes good concepts, and good (rich and precise) concepts presuppose a good theory. The concept religion is particularly saturated with theoretical meaning. Of course all concepts, even the most empirical ones, have a constructive element, but 'religion' is particularly strongly linked to thought-out theorizing. The content one attaches to the concept will invariably be determined by one's overall theoretical position. In this sense, 'religion' is the sediment of a theory of religion. As such, the concept is open-ended, changing along with the theory.

Seeing religion with the mind's eye (perceiving and conceptualizing it) is like the diagnostic work of a doctor. It is the recognition of a set (pattern, class) of symptoms, thanks to previous experience of one's own and one's colleagues in the field,
which has grown into an interpretative framework. It is not the pouncing on a given substance with definite contours. This does not permit sloppiness in concept formation. But it ought to keep us from panic at the first sight of ambiguity in the concept. As in some other respects, the important thing is to be on the way, even though the end may never be reached. At this stage, theory formation is not a particularly strong point of science of religion. Recently, the problem of a possible non-reductionist theory of religion has been discussed — that is, a theory in which religion is not reduced to other (e.g., social or psychological) factors, leading to an evaporation of its sui generis character; but it is quite safe to say that a religio-scientific theory of religion is still very much an unfulfilled programme (cf. Smart 1978). In any event, a conceptual clarification points to the need for theory formation.

7.1.3.2 Religion as a classificatory concept

For some purposes a denotation of the term ‘religion’ (an indication of its barest primary meaning) may be useful. Most of the hundreds of definitions of religion turned out are thumbnail specifications of this kind. Most of these are notoriously ambiguous, especially when floating around in isolation, separated from an original theoretical context (e.g., the definition going back to Tillich, of religion as ‘ultimate concern’).

For our present purpose it would be better to reconstruct a possible connotation of the concept (the most important attributes associated with it). This amounts to treating religion as a complex, classificatory concept. Such a treatment would be more fruitful than a core-specification; in fact, a core-specification may be seen as a contraction of the wider specification. By a classificatory concept I mean that when we think of religion, we should think of it in terms of a cluster of properties rather than as one lump. We might visualize a system of pigeon-holes, as it were, each being a discrete category. The term ‘category’ could here best retain the meaning (going back to the philosophical notion, variously expressed by, for example, Aristotle and Kant) of a predicate: an attribute which is ascribed to a person, an action, or a thing. It thus refers to the formal aspect of a classification system (to the set of empty pigeon-holes). The material aspect (the groups of persons, actions, or things which are located in each of the pigeon-holes) is best referred to by the term ‘class’. The arrangement in classes is referred to as a classification (-system), and the principles which underlie the construction of any classification system are attended to by taxonomy (the science of classification). Some of these principles are that the various categories should be exhaustive, mutually exclusive, and not vacuous, and that the system as a whole should be parsimonious and fruitful in that it proves itself heuristically valuable.

The value of a classification system is obviously that it creates order and offers a comprehensive framework. In itself it has no explanatory power. Rather, it is a most welcome halfway-house between theory and the empirical multiplicity, and it systematizes and sharpens, and may even generate, sub-concepts.

A special kind of classification is a typology, which is an arrangement in types (cf. e.g. Tiryakian 1968; McKinney 1966, 1969). A type differs from a class mainly in that it does not consist of a group, but of an individual case, usually artificially
constructed (often called 'ideal', following Max Weber), which may then be used as a bench-mark, with reference to which all real empirical cases may be compared and measured. A class has sharp dividing lines; a type allows for a continuum, and it is therefore better equipped to take into account gradual shifts in the occurrence of things. A type does not pretend to be an exact copy of reality. It is essentially a heuristic tool, which proves its worth especially on the frontiers of empirical research. In this manner 'religion' may be recast as a constructed type. We would then pragmatically condense and combine some features which we would consider of special importance for our purpose at hand, and come up with a standard case of 'religion' which would not occur in pure form anywhere. It would be our instrument for measuring the religious quality in empirical reality, and it would allow us to compare concrete occurrences with each other by comparing them to the type. A famous type of this kind is Weber's 'Protestant ethic' (Weber 1975). The great Dutch scholar Van der Leeuw (1964) did essentially the same thing when he typified Greek religion as the religion of strain and form, Hinduism as the religion of infinity and asceticism, Buddhism as the religion of nothingness and compassion, Judaism as the religion of will and obedience, Islam as the religion of majesty and humility, and Christianity as the religion of love. Recently, the classificatory and typological procedure has been advocated by Hultkrantz (1974), Bianchi (1975) and Smart (1973).

7.1.3.3 Dimensional clarification

As I have previously suggested, the empirical referents of the concept religion have to be spelled out, and the steps by which the concept is eventually empirically anchored via reliable indicators, have to be formalized and standardized as far as possible. Although the concept is not derived directly from empirical observation, we nevertheless ought to indicate its meaning with reference to empirical observation. We have to end up with the construction of research instruments. In the end even we 'Geisteswissenschaftler' have to risk transforming our concept into an index of religion and collect data in terms of it. But before this stage is reached, a dimensional clarification, mediating between the concept and the empirical operations, could be of great value. This step consists in reconstructing, as exhaustively as seems necessary, the common set of attributes (categories, dimensions, properties) underlying the various conceptions of religion we find. In the terminology of Lazarsfeld (1972), this operation is called the substruction of an attribute-space. Following his lead, we could surmise that every specific conceptualization of religion amounts to a reduction of such a field of attributes, combining some of the attributes and throwing such a combination (amongst other possible ones) into relief. Any conception of religion is a selection of some such attributes, and the omission of others, sometimes making use of only a small portion from the whole range of possible attributes. If we reconstruct the set of attributes that may possibly be taken into account in forming a concept of religion, and if we refer the many existing definitions, typologies and so on back to this set of attributes, we might be able to critically evaluate the existing conceptions. We would also be better able to relate and compare them to each other. It would furthermore enable us not to be embarrassed too much by the penumbra of vagueness surrounding the concept (which instances belong to the area of religion, and which do not? Where does religion begin and where does it end?), once we see a comprehensive categorical framework. It would allow us to think in terms of a continuum of religious experience, rather than
in the stark terms of an either-or. And it would stimulate the sharpening of various sub-concepts and the relating of these to each other.

In reconstructing the underlying field of dimensions, an invaluable resource would obviously be the heritage of classical specifications of the concept in science of religion. Another would be the empirical studies of religion conducted by the social sciences. One would also draw on one's own religious experience.

7.1.4 ‘SUBSTANTIVE’ OR ‘FUNCTIONAL’ SPECIFICATION?

Much importance is often attached to the distinction between substantive and functional specifications of religion. On closer inspection, however, this distinction does not invite a straight-forward choice between two clear alternatives. At least the following aspects of meaning, shading into each other, seem to be associated with the terms.

7.1.4.1 Structure and function

The shortest formulation of the distinction is usually that a substantive specification answers the question: ‘what is religion?’; and a functional specification the question: ‘what does religion do?’ If the first question is understood as ‘what does the structure of religion look like?’, these are hardly mutually exclusive perspectives. They seem to presuppose each other — just as in biology, morphology (the study of the form of living organisms) and physiology (the study of the functions of living organisms or their parts) are complementary. An analysis of the structure of religion into its component parts (to which the term substantive would then refer) would seem to be an extremely important task of science of religion. In fact, in this connection one sometimes does come across the phrase morphology of religion in the sub-discipline phenomenology of religion (cf Bianchi 1972), although an exact definition of this programme is not given. A ‘physiology of religion’ (to coin a name, maintaining for the moment the analogy with biology) would also be an important undertaking, focusing on religious processes, on the dynamics of religious developments, and on the interaction between the constituent components of religion. In so far as substantive specifications sometimes intend to mean that religion has an unchanging, timeless core—‘substance’, they go too far. In so far as they merely wish to focus on some perennial features of religion as a historical phenomenon, the interest is important, and even calls attention to recurring patterns of religious change and development. Bianchi’s plea for a ‘historical typology of religion’ (Bianchi 1972) obviously has this dimension in mind. There is, however, more to the substantive-functional distinction.

7.1.4.2 Exclusiveness and inclusiveness

The designation ‘substantive’ is often used to refer to the believed content of religion. The leading question is: ‘what do people believe?’ Sometimes a further restriction is made, when the believed content is narrowed down to the belief in supernatural beings (‘do people believe in a god or gods?’). Thus, a substantive specification is often narrow (exclusive) in another sense as well: religion is limited to the traditional theistic religions, to the exclusion of systems such as Communism, scientism and nationalism. Such phenomena can, by definition, not be caught in the sieve of
science of religion. At most they are referred to by various terms such as ‘pseudo-religions’, ‘quasi-religions’, or ‘religious surrogates’. The moment we decide to recast the substantive perspective as a structural, morphological perspective, the need to reduce the meaning of the concept religion to the belief in supernatural beings falls away. What people believe is one important component, but it is not the only one and it should not be isolated from, for example, what people do: the element of religious behaviour, which we find in religious ritual. A structural view of religion need not be narrow. In fact, a wide system of categories will allow a more exact specification of the degree of religiousness of systems such as Communism and nationalism; it will allow us to move beyond a blunt either-or specification, and also beyond vague qualifications like pseudo- and quasi-; and it will allow us better to conceptualize changes in religious phenomena, by referring as many phenomena as possible to a comprehensive framework of understanding.

It is also possible to define religion with reference to man’s existence in the world, taken in a wide sense. This is exactly what some functionalists do, for example Luckmann (1963; 1972). Religion is then seen as a comprehensive category; it is a way (the most comprehensive way) in which mankind constructs a meaningful cosmos for itself. This basic activity can indeed take on many forms, including the belief in supernatural beings, but these forms are all various expressions of mankind’s efforts to orientate itself in the world. In this sense, functionalism is the anchoring of belief in gods in the basic fact of being human, searching for meaning. Taken in this sense, functionalism does not in the least stand over against the search for religious structure. Neither does it exclude the attention to belief content, or to belief in gods. Rather, it comprises these.

Sometimes a narrower definition may seem to be more useful with a view to empirical research, as Berger believes (as an empirical sociologist of religion, cf Berger 1969; as a fundamental theorist of religion, his position is close to Luckmann’s, cf Berger and Luckmann 1975).

7.1.4.3 An intra-religious and extra-religious point of view

In one of its senses, the plea for a functional definition of religion is especially related to a specific theoretical perspective in sociology (going back particularly to Parsons and, further back, to Durkheim), in anthropology (Malinowski) and in psychology (Freud). According to this view, religion is conceptualized in terms of its function, which is seen as its contribution to the equilibrium of society as a whole, or to the equilibrium of the personality. This is obviously something different from the senses mentioned in the previous two paragraphs, and it seems that here we should exercise care. It is, for example, a moot point whether religion always furthers equilibrium or is always the sacralization of social and personal identity (to refer to Mol’s formulation of this theoretical orientation; cf Mol 1976). It is of course, possible, to stipulate that the term religion should refer to such equilibrium-maintaining mechanisms and to them only, and such a theoretical perspective could open up rich insights. This kind of functionalism, however, has its weaknesses. One of these is that functionalism in this sense is usually a grandstand spectator view, taking its stand outside religion as a lived-through human experience. Traditional science of religion has usually worked with an intra-religious perspective. In so far
as a preference for substantive definition has this overtone, I regard it as attractive. It may be linked up with the phenomenological insistence on intentionality. We may then of course also seek to discover the interrelations with other aspects of life, such as science, politics, economics, sexuality and art; and of course our conceptualization of religion will also be of the second order, being about religion, and not religion itself. But we would keep the bond with experienced religion alive, and would constantly refer back to the question 'what does religion look like from the inside, from the point of view of the religious persons themselves?'

7.1.4.4 Ideological associations

Sometimes the two positions are related to different ideological positions. In this vein Berger (1974:128f) has warned against the 'quasiscientific legitimation of the avoidance of transcendence ..... The functional approach to religion, whatever the original theoretical intentions of its authors, serves to provide quasiscientific legitimations of a secularized world view. It achieves this purpose by an essentially simple cognitive procedure: The specificity of the religious phenomenon is avoided by equating it with other phenomena. The religious phenomenon is "flattened out". Finally, it is no longer perceived'. Dobbelaere and Lauwers (1973) have underscored this, but have added that a functional definition of religion may also imply the labelling of religion as a necessity, as an essential part of any integrated society, as well as an implicit criticism of traditional religion in society as not being integrative. In the same way, one could point out that a substantive definition may also be associated with ideological positions, for example the separation of religion from the world. Although neither of these definitions inherently expresses (or rather, conceals) any particular ideological interest (Mol, for example, uses a functional definition, but this does not conceal his bias in favour of traditional, supernatural religion) we would do well to be self-critically aware of any hidden cargo our concept of religion might carry.

7.2 THE DIMENSIONS OF RELIGION

I shall outline some dimensions of religion against the background of a broad view of religion. Religious experience, understood as one of the ways in which man tries to be at home in the universe, stands alongside other efforts such as science, work and art. This kind of experience implies the following two aspects: (a) the 'objective' dimension: that with reference to which man responds and orientates himself; and (b) the 'subjective' dimension, that is, the specific way in which man responds and orientates himself. Both belong together. In the phenomenological perspective, (a) is not seen in separation from (b); it is the 'objective' pole as perceived and experienced by religious man. Neither is (b) seen in isolation from (a), as perceived. We have to hold fast to the correlation between these two aspects.

We shall break down the objective referent of faith into the following sub-dimensions:

- concern,
- the ideal,
- the primary source of salvation, and
- the notion of transcendence (including the time dimension);
and the *subjective reference* in terms of two major aspects:

- the ambivalence of religious experience, which will be differentiated into the following sub-dimensions:
  - the apposition of religion and irreligion,
  - activity and passivity regarding religious reality,
  - the attitude towards the ordinary world, and
  - the esoteric-exoteric quality of religious experience (including the social dimension);

- the totality of religious experience, which will be differentiated into the following sub-dimensions:
  - religious feeling,
  - religious willing,
  - religious knowing,
  - religious doing, and
  - religious speaking.

### 7.2.1 THE OBJECTIVE REFERENT OF FAITH

#### 7.2.1.1 Concern

Religion is rooted in very deep layers of human existence, far below the surface of the consciously experienced world and the consciously experienced inner self, in unconscious life, perhaps even in the physiological make-up of man, compelled as he is by the basic need to find a place in the world. Aspects of this need may become the focal points of special concern. They could be frustrated, and thus become problem areas where particular anxiety is experienced — although they could be singled out for special attention without necessarily being experienced as fraught with disappointment. Religions may to some extent and artificially be distinguished by reconstructing the underlying areas of sensitivity on the following continuum: nature, society, personal needs.

Man is surrounded by *nature*, and bends to the physical forces that operate there. Nature, as the source and framework of life, can be experienced as an awesome power. ‘Primitive’ religions (the word is used for lack of a better term) are usually religions of societies living close to nature, which obviously are deeply impressed by nature. Here we should of course include the early phases of the universal religions as well. The religions of Eastern Asia (Confucianism, Taoism, Shintoism) in their typical forms particularly refer to harmony with nature as a fundamental need.

Man is also surrounded by *society*, and thus society could become the dominant underlying theme of concern. The concern could take on various concrete forms; it could for example centre in the physical or cultural survival of a group when this is experienced as threatened, or in the problem of social justice. The religions originating in the Near East (Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam) have in their most typical forms strongly focused on this area of social identity, responsibility.
guilt, history, and so on. Marxism also has this orientation.

The accent may be placed on the *personal needs* of the individual as the primary launching platform of religion. (As in the case of the other two, this accent may probably also be theoretically correlated with a certain stage of a given society.) The attention may concentrate on the aspect of the physical life and mortality of the human person, as seen in the Hindu preoccupation with reincarnation and the law of karma, and also in early Buddhism, whose basic interest is reflected in the famous legend relating how Gautama, being robbed of all peace of mind after meeting with a feeble old man, a diseased man and a dead man carried along to the funeral pyre, renounced the world. The attention may concentrate on the psychological feelings of individual guilt and dread, which we find in the early Reformation, with the accompanying need for forgiveness; or on individual experiences of a social nature, for example the feeling of belonging or not belonging, of justice enjoyed or injustice suffered; or it may concentrate on the intellectual aspect of meaning, under the threat of chaos. The main preoccupation of religion, in this respect, concerns the questions of the origin, purpose and destiny of the individual. It is a strong theme in contemporary religiosity, and has always been a strong undercurrent in Christianity.

7.2.1.2 The ideal

Every religion contains a dream, whether it be religion as a universal system encompassing many generations, or a very private vision of life. It is a longing for salvation (soteria, although of course not necessarily to be understood in the Christian sense), a conception of an ideal world, a yearning for a perfectly satisfying state of affairs. The religious aspiration tends towards totality as we mentioned before, but once more religious phenomena may be distinguished according to the relative emphasis they place on focal points of yearning on the following continuum:

The major component of a desirable state of affairs may be perfect harmony with *nature*. Examples would be the religions of Eastern Asia.

The dream could focus on perfect *social harmony* as in the most typical forms of the religions of the Near East, and in Marxism’s utopia of a classless society.

The emphasis could fall on the attainment of *personal salvation*, whether in the form of a surcease of pain, or the experience of eternal personal bliss, or something else. Here we may think of forms of Buddhism and Christianity, and even of the enormous importance attached to the self-actualization of the individual as something which is quite typical of many modern people’s search for meaning.

7.2.1.3 The primary source of salvation

A third dimension is that religion accepts a primary source of salvation by which man is deeply impressed and to which he responds, regarding himself as dependent on it with a view to the attainment of the ideal world. The nature of that reality to which the religious experience ultimately refers, may be conceived in various ways.
The source of life may be discovered in the powers of nature itself. This is probably the most primitive layer of religious experience. The belief in mana (the indwelling, impersonal, supernatural power in nature), and the veneration of trees, rocks, animals, sun, moon, stars, the sky and the earth itself as the fertile and productive mother have to be seen in this light. Even in cases where a high god is accepted, he might be conceived of in a deistic fashion, the effective religion being orientated towards the powers of nature. This aspect of religion is still discernible as a deep layer even of contemporary modernized man’s longing. Zacharias (1980) has postulated that the desire to re-unite with the powers of the Earth is one of the factors underlying the cult of Satanism, which has always been the dark shadow of Christianity. In a different vein, the ancient Chinese evolved the idea of the Tao: the way in which the universe runs, as a way of harmony, integration and cooperation, leading to peace, prosperity and health.

The nature of religious reality may also be conceived in social terms. Some African religions have their most central focal point of religious experience in the tribal or family group, even when they do refer to a supreme being, to other divinities and to an impersonal power as well. Other examples would be modern State Shinto in Japan; those forms of modern nationalism in the West in which the nation or people becomes the primary bearer of divine revelation; the attribution of messianic power to the Party in Communism; and the subtle shift of primary religious attention from God to the social carrier of religion (the church), as it sometimes has happened and happens in, for example, forms of Christianity.

Third, the primary source of salvation may be expressed in terms of a radical monotheism, as we find it in the belief in God in Christianity, Ahura Mazda in Zoroastrianism, Yahwe in Judaism, Allah in Islam and ‘the True Name’ in Sikhism. Here the supreme reality is conceived as a person, analogous to the human person, but radically distinct from the forces of nature and society.

Fourth, there are forms of monotheism which are not as radical. Here, the belief in one god may shade off into polytheism. In antiquity, for example, one god was often held in special reverence in small political units (for example city states), but this did not exclude the belief in the existence of other gods as well. And a modern Hindu may be exclusively devoted to Vishnu, and yet acknowledge the existence of other deities as well (henotheism).

Fifth, there is polytheism, as the worship of many (or at least more than one) gods, to whom personal character is ascribed. In some cases where faith is directed to a number of gods, the line distinguishing it from natural and social religion is quite thin. These gods may be recognizable as thinly veiled personifications of natural forces, as for example in the polytheism of a certain stage of Greek and Indo-Aryan Hindu religion, or the polytheism of the ancient Egyptians and Mesopotamians. National religions sometimes evolved a pantheon of deities whose religious function it clearly was to bolster the state, as for example in the Roman state cultus. Mahayana Buddhism offers an example of belief in gods who are quite radically distinct from the forces of nature and society; the universe is full of compassionate beings (Buddhas and Bodhisattvas) with vast stores of merits, who could and wanted to aid people in achieving happiness.
Sixth, a speculative position in the history of religions maintains that the ultimate source of life coincides with the whole of reality itself (pantheism). Thus the speculative monism of Upanishadic Hinduism holds that all that is, is a manifestation of Brahman, and that the salvation of the human soul (atman) consists of the realization of its identity with Brahman. In Western religious tradition too pantheism is a recurrent theme, to be found in the metaphysics of Stoicism, in the thinking of Giordano Bruno (1548-1600), and in that of Spinoza (1632-1677), to mention a few instances.

Seventh, the source of salvation may be found in man himself (humanism). To Confucius, while not rejecting the existence of the gods and even carefully adhering to the established religious ceremonies of his time, the ultimate referent was the virtuous human being. The Buddhist, in early Theravada Buddhism, would turn his gaze inward into himself in order to be liberated from suffering. The Buddha’s message was strict humanism. By self-discipline, each human being may liberate himself and enter Nirvana. In many circles in the modern West we find a comparable distrust of higher metaphysics, and the insistence that man should turn to his own resources for the remedy of all human ills. One form of this modern humanism is the heavy emphasis on the liberating potential of the science and technology developed by man (scientism).

From the foregoing it will be clear that we are not insisting that the concept religion should be limited to belief in gods; but we do regard as essential a reference to something which is regarded as a primary resource with a view to the attainment of the ideal world.

We now come to another important dimension in the complex of phenomena to which the name ‘religion’ may be attributed, namely the notion of transcendence.

7.2.1.4 The notion of transcendence (including the time dimension)

The dimension of transcendence has been dealt with from various angles. Those who use a substantive (exclusive) definition, wish to do justice to it by talking of supernatural deities as the referent of faith; some who use a functional (inclusive) definition, by talking of ultimacy. The phenomenological line of thinking — in this respect represented by Schutz (1973), Luckmann (cf 1972) and Berger (cf 1974) — has opened up a promising perspective. According to this perspective, transcendence is in the first place an occurrence of everyday life, as the ordinary experience of passing or being beyond. In this sense, ‘transcendence’ refers to everything which is more than the immediately given. My memories of my own past and my anticipations of the near future, thus transcend my here and now. Every other being which is not me also transcends me. In a more developed way, the referent of my experience of transcendence could become a separate theme in my consciousness, although still an element of my everyday life.

A next step is reached when another reality or realm of experience (‘province of meaning’) is constituted, which is distinct from the realm of everyday life. In this respect Schutz speaks of ‘multiple realities’ apart from everyday life, such as the world of dreams, the world of science — and also the world of religion. One strong
point of an eventual theory of religion in this perspective (envisaged by Berger 1974) would be the recognition that the religious experience of transcendence, although unique, is rooted in everyday life in which we meet with nature and society around us. The world of religion then would refer to the experience of (faith in) a transcendent referent, the key feature of which (keeping to the terminology used so far) could be paraphrased as ‘salvation’. In a way, salvation is an element of everyday life as well. Ordinary life has its redeeming sides in the experiences of love and laughter, the grandeur of nature, healing, and so on. In religion this dimension reaches a radical degree of transcendence. The relationship between the transcendental dimension and everyday life is a crucial aspect of religion.

In various ways scientists of religion have pointed out the remarkable relationship between the two. Eliade (cf 1974) speaks of paradox, dialectic and ambivalence: the sacred manifesting itself in the profane things of life. According to Schmidt (1980:98) all religious expressions are ‘double-intentional — that is, they are said or performed in the context of the finite world but .... intended to point beyond the ordinary to the dimension of sacrality, of infinity, ultimacy and unconditionedness, to a holy that is manifest in and through the finite medium’. Berger (1974:131) finds the fundamental problem of the religious life in the fact that one exists in two realities more or less simultaneously. Mol (1976) distinguishes a relevance A (which refers to the necessary distance of religious propositions as applied to the human situation) from relevance B (which refers to the equally necessary closeness of those propositions to the human situation). A striking example of the tension of this border-experience is offered in the theology of the Christian Karl Barth, whose life-work was the effort to emphasize both the radical transcendence of God (in his early phase) and the radical immanence of God (as revealed in the incarnation of Christ, in the later phase of his theology). The religious referent is both beyond and here, hidden and manifest, absent and present, other-worldly and this-worldly. The extreme possibilities are complete transcendence (the link between the two worlds snapping); and complete immanence (the two worlds coinciding). In neither case can we speak of religion.

Defining the relationship, scholars of religion have tended to follow two lines. Firstly, the salvation of the religious realm is seen as compensation for the deprivations and problems suffered in ordinary life (so, for example, Freud). Secondly, salvation may be seen as the fulfilment, deepening, crowning or replication of important features of everyday life, for example a divine order may be discovered beyond the impressive orderliness of nature. A theory of religion which emphasizes only one of these two, would be onesided. Both are possibilities in religious experience. In both instances, religious man hovers on the threshold of two worlds: the ordinary, and the religious (extraordinary to an overwhelming degree, but not necessarily supernatural). Crossing the borderline in one direction or the other, man experiences a typical jolt or shock (Schutz).

Adapting a typology devised by Niebuhr (1956) to compare religious attitudes within Christianity, to religion generally, a scale such as the following might have its uses:
(a) *An antithetical relationship.* The religious reality is irreconcilably opposed to ordinary reality and annuls it. The tension between the two is intolerably high. If we include the time dimension of religion here, we could postulate that this orientation, if it projects the time dimension on a cosmic scale, would think in terms of a golden paradisical era, completely lost, and in terms of a future radically discontinuous with the present. If it limits the time dimension to the small individual scale, it would also stress the antithesis between the ideal future and the present condition of man. Examples would be the Manicheist trend in Christianity, and early Buddhism as a way of personal salvation.

(b) *An identical relationship.* This is the opposite point of view. The religious reality and ordinary reality virtually coincide (but if this happens in an absolute sense, religious experience ceases). The tension between the two is virtually non-existent. Salvation could coincide with what is best in culture or in nature. In a time perspective, a typical expression would be the celebration of the glorious now. Approximations of this position would be forms of nineteenth century 'culture Protestantism' and Taoism. In this respect mysticism and its opposite (a-religion) are related. In a-religious secularism the religious reality is absorbed into the ordinary reality; in mysticism the tendency is to seek for an absorption of everyday reality into religious reality.

(c) *An analogical relationship.* This is one possibility, close to the centre between (a) and (b). Although not identified, the two worlds are united in a harmonious vision. Religious reality may be experienced as an extension, or a second storey on top of the ordinary world. The future may be seen as the fulfilment of the present, which is the result of a quite uninterrupted development from the past, or as the eternal recurrence of the patterns of life. Examples are Thomistic scholasticism in Christianity, and Confucianism (where this world and the one beyond were regarded as peacefully interpenetrative).

(d) *A paradoxical relationship.* This is a more dualistic view than (c), but less so than (a). The tension between the two worlds is high. A fine example of this attitude is Lutheran Christianity, whose founder expressed his faith with the phrase *simul justus et peccator* — religious man belongs to both worlds simultaneously. Eliade's concept of religion stresses this experience, with special reference to primitive religion.

(e) *A critical relationship.* The religious reality is the critical criterion of ordinary reality; it irrits into this world as a dynamic force bringing about renewal, restoring a golden past or creating an eschatological expectation. Here we could think of some typical forms of Zoroastrianism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam, but also of modern forms of Buddhism as a social movement, under the exigencies of the process of modernization. We should keep in mind that the major religions (the big '-isms' in our field) are in fact very heterogeneous phenomena, and each by no means offers a single vision of the dimensions mentioned so far.
7.2.2 THE SUBJECTIVE REFERENCE

7.2.2.1 Ambivalence

The central characteristic of religion, as said, is the experience of a transcendent dimension which redeems, fulfils, saves, liberates or cancels (to mention a few of the possible words expressing the relationship) this present everyday world. Religion is response to such a surpassing dimension, and as such it is ambivalent: it is the experience of being 'here', in ordinary life, but simultaneously of somehow being 'there' as well, outside ordinary life, in the presence of or at least on the threshold of or perhaps, in some paradoxical way, partaking in a Beyond, lying deeper or further than the ordinary. This ambivalence seems to be essential to religion. It is not restricted to highly intense states of awareness of such a tension. The religious consciousness may find expression in formalized and routinized actions with a low level of psychic tension, for example in some forms of ritual, whose function it may sometimes even be to reduce a high degree of anxiety. But the underlying border-experience is always there.

7.2.2.1.1 The apposition of religion and irreligion

Faith is essentially at risk. Unbelief is the inevitable shadow of belief, and irreligion the apposite of religion. They hang together. Irreligion could appear in the form of anti-religion, when the two worlds become irreconcilably opposed in the consciousness of man and the Other one is rejected as irrelevant or as unacceptable for some other reason. It could also appear in the form of a-religion, when the border-experience evaporates; it is only one step from the consciousness that 'religious reality is everywhere' to one that 'religious reality is nowhere'. This apposition is the reason why, in a science of religion perspective, heretics, apostates and unbelievers are as important as saints, prophets and teachers in the history of a religious tradition. For example, the understanding of Christianity and the understanding of its negations such as Satanism and secularism (which can be of the anti-religious or the a-religious variety) hang together.

7.2.2.1.2 Activity and passivity regarding religious reality

Another side of this ambivalence is that religion is, on the one hand, a human expression like so many other kinds of expression, with all the marks of human activity. Sometimes religious people show a boundless energy in their striving after what they conceive to be religious ends. To outsiders, saints and prophets often seem to be outrageously presumptuous, and religion seems to be the biggest monument of human ambition and power. On the other hand, faith is a being impressed by a transcending dimension which can be conceived as so overwhelming that the religious person can regard himself as completely passive, the helpless receiver of a Power from Beyond. In studying empirical religion, we can follow the many emphases and combinations of activity and passivity reflected in, for example, the ambivalence of superhuman exertion and meek submission in some forms of mysticism (for example in the general trend of mysticism in Western Christianity, where union with God was usually sought via a union of wills, rather than as a union of natures); in the arrogance of countless divinely instituted regimes in the history of man; in
the Buddha's insistence on man's ability in the attainment of Nirvana; and in the dilemma between free will and determinism in Islam and Christianity. Religion has to live with this enduring dilemma.

7.2.2.1.3 The attitude towards the ordinary world

Yet another facet of this mixed character of religion, poised between two worlds, is its attitude towards the everyday world. It can vary from a sad, escaping pessimism (cf Jainism and one form of contemporary counter-culture in the West) to joyful, accepting optimism (cf Taoism and secularism in one of the senses often attached to this term, namely the religious celebration of modernity), and with many forms in between, for example the aggressive world-transformation found in the traditions inspired by Hebrew religion. The ways in which religious individuals and groups relate to the wider society and culture in which they exist, is indeed an important dimension of religion.

7.2.2.1.4 The esoteric-exoteric quality of religious experience (including the social dimension)

Religion hovers between being esoteric and being exoteric. The concept religion refers to what have been called peak experiences. To the insider, such an experience is unique. The concept also refers to routine experiences. It spans both with difficulty, but it has to do so, since they belong together. W C Smith (1963) recognized this tension, but severed the cord by separating what he called the 'inner faith' from what he called the 'cumulative tradition', and by insisting that real religion is the inner faith of the individual, which is strictly incommunicable. Yet even he could not maintain his radical distinction, since the inner faith does become amenable to scientific study. This aspect of religious ambivalence has a special bearing on the social character of religion. It is in the nature of experience of transcendence to be arcane, private, individual. On the other hand such experiences will evaporate into thin air unless supported by intersubjective confirmation and even institutional backing. Therefore, it needs to be public and manifest. Religion needs and creates supportive brotherhood. In the long run, the religious elite and the mass of mere followers and sympathizers both play a role in upholding religion. It is possible to locate a given religious experience on a scale ranging between individualistic religion at the one end (which is found in mystical experience), and mass (popular) religion at the other end. Between these two a variety of social forms may be distinguished (for example sect, cult, church and denomination), as has been done by the sociology of religion. The ways in which members participate in such groups, is a further crucial aspect of this dimension of religion.

7.2.2.2 Totality

In this section we shall assume that faith is a total response of the whole person. This action, however, is a complex one, to which a number of aspects may be distinguished: religious feeling, willing, knowing, doing, and speaking. In concrete cases of religious experience, varying emphasis will be placed on each of these aspects. One type of experience will hinge especially on the element of doing religious things, another on feeling certain emotions, another on knowing certain tenets of belief,
and so on. In the study of religion too, varying importance has been attached to these elements. Wach (1975) for example, has in his theory emphasized the two dimensions of doctrine and cult (in addition to the social dimension). Yinger also (1970:17) finds the ritualistic and belief aspects to be fundamental. Smart (1973, 1976) distinguishes the following six dimensions: the ritual, the mythological, the doctrinal, the ethical, the social and the experiential.

During the last twenty years sociologists of religion have worked hard at the identification of such dimensions and the development of indicators to measure them. Among the outstanding examples is Lenski (1961), who isolated doctrinal orthodoxy and devotionalism. Fukuyama (1961) distinguished the following dimensions, which he saw as alternative ways of being religious: the cognitive, the cultic, the credal, and the devotional. Glock (1959) and Glock and Stark (1965) described five basic dimensions: the ideological, the ritualistic, the experiential, the intellectual, and the consequential. King and Hunt have in a number of publications listed dimensions of religion (cf 1972), in which the following six basic scales repeatedly emerged: credal assent, devotionalism, church attendance, organizational activity, financial support, and orientation to growth and striving. Himmelfarb (1975) reduced the various dimensions to two basic types: behavioural and ideational. Although we have to remember that these sociological analyses were made with reference to Western religious forms only (it is particularly evident in the work of King and Hunt), they are highly important, and should be integrated in a wider religio-scientific approach which tries to cover religion generally. Much work remains to be done in regard to the internal structure of each of such dimensions, as well as to the patterns of interrelation between them (cf Roof 1979). I believe that most of the dimensions mentioned above could be translated into the terms of the simple scheme followed here.

7.2.2.2.1 Religious feeling

The religious experience has an affective dimension. Schleiermacher defined religion as the feeling of absolute dependence. Rudolf Otto also emphasized it: central in all religions he found the apprehension, in dread, of the numinous; from this arises the emotion of a creature, submerged and overwhelmed by its own nothingness. The object of religious feeling thus arouses fear and wonder (awe). But the history of religions shows that these are not the only shades of sentiment. There are also, to mention others, the deep emotional attachment to the person of Jesus, expressed in love and trust, as we find it in forms of Christianity, and the tranquil joy in nature, which is the dominant colour of much of the religiosity of Eastern Asia; religion can be a sense of surpassing beauty. We here stand before a field, showing not only an enormous breadth of variety, but also a varying depth of level: religious feelings can be of the most intense experienced by people, as in religious ecstasy; but the humdrum boredom, the acedia as temptation of the religious professional as well as the indifference of the masses (if we accept a current diagnosis of contemporary Western society), also belong to the range of emotions to be described.
7.2.2.2 Religious willing

The religious experience has a conative dimension, expressed by a whole range of terms such as self-surrender, commitment, the leap of faith, promising, choosing, and conversion. Baetke (1952:149f) finds this aspect to be more important than intellectual notions and feelings, and agrees with Feuerbach in regarding the vital forces motivating man as the ground of religion; religious man wills, wishes, strives after, desires something in religion. This dimension is, however, more marked in some religions than in others, and especially so in the religions of Semitic origin. One is reminded of Van der Leeuw's typification of Judaism as the religion of will and obedience, and of Islam as the religion of majesty and humility (as the very word Islam — 'submission' — suggests). It can gain prominence in other religions as well. In Hinduism, one of the paths leading to salvation is bhakti yoga, the path of loving devotion.

7.2.2.3 Religious knowing

Religious experience has a cognitive dimension. This is widely recognized as of central importance by theorists of religion (for a recent statement in this regard, cf Wiebe 1979). Examples illustrating the crucial importance of intellectual acceptance and understanding, and the peculiar character of religious knowing, abound. Nicolaus Cusanus (1401-1464), the great religious thinker of the European Renaissance, spoke of the docta ignorantia: the conscious, knowing ignorance, the knowing of our not-knowing of God, thereby voicing the inherent paradoxical nature of religion. The Other is simultaneously knowable and unknowable. A constant threat therefore to religious knowledge is the danger of coagulating this flow to a clot of certainties (positivism). In Hinduism one of the paths leading to salvation is the speculative intellect (jnana yoga). Let these examples suffice. In contemporary modernizing societies, the relationship between religious knowledge and scientific knowledge has become acute, which opens up a wide field of empirical enquiry as well as theoretical reflection. What counts as proof in different religions? What are the relations between traditional religious worldviews and modern ideologies? To what extent do modern forms of religion tolerate the typical modern reflexive realization that all knowledge, even religious knowledge, is humanly constituted?

It would be a serious mistake to regard the history of religions as a history of ideas, however important ideas (the cognitive dimension) may be in any religion. We have to be on our guard against two potential weaknesses in the study of religion; the first weakness is that the importance of theoretical ideas is overrated. The achievements of the great thinkers of humanity are naturally highpoints in history, but they must not be isolated from the broad pre-theoretical levels of life itself (referred to, for our present purposes, as the affectional, conative and behavioural levels), which are the ground in which the ideas grow. The second weakness is that the great religious thoughts are separated from the general cultural and social situation of a specific time, which is their context. With a view to understanding the doctrines, it is necessary to understand the circumstances, the problem situation with which they are reciprocally connected. To know what a religion teaches, we have to reconstruct the situation to which the teaching refers. (We now touch on the importance of the sociology of knowledge for the understanding of religion. And in passing I should
once more like to point out the possible fruitfulness of the phenomenological notion of the life-world, or everyday life, as the soil in which religion is rooted.)

7.2.2.2.4 Religious doing

Religious experience has a behavioural dimension. Here a distinction between ritual and ethics seems to be pertinent. I should like to submit that these two be seen as two concentric circles, with ritual as the inner circle. Whatever other attributes may be ascribed to ritual, it is at the very least the acting out of certain acts, a form of doing, intended to commemorate sacred occasions or to invoke a sacred presence. It is related to other forms of human doing which also imply the desire to transcend the immediately given, such as art and play (including play-acting). There is a long tradition in science of religion in which ritual is given the pride of place in religion. In the nineteenth century, William Robertson Smith stated forcefully that ritual was the core of religion — myths were variable, and belief was of much less importance. (We shall not pursue further the question of the importance of ritual, relative to the other elements of religion.)

Ethics may be taken to be the extension of ritual. Man moves further into the world lying around the highly charged ritual situation, carrying with him, extending and applying the basic religious vision, expressed in so concentrated a form in ritual. This is why ritual is a stronger indicator of religion than ethics. Ethics lies further from the heart of religion.

Religious doing, in ritual and in ethics, has an internal as well as an external aspect. A silent prayer is a ritual act as much as an elaborate public occasion, and the inner attitudes of people are an important side of their ethics, just as the institutionalised patterns of behaviour of a society. In many religious individuals and groups we find the primacy of doing, rather than theorizing. In Christianity St Francis of Assisi (1181-1226) is a shining example of practical faith. In Islam the ritual and moral duties of prayer, alms-giving, fasting, and pilgrimage are incumbent on all Muslims. In Buddhism, honest speech, good conduct and the proper use of one’s time and energy form part of the Eightfold Path. In Hinduism we find karma yoga: the way of works, that is, of ritual, especially domestic ritual. In African religions, and also in Jewish religion, being religious is a matter of correct practice rather than correct beliefs.

7.2.2.2.5 Religious speaking

Religious experience has a verbal dimension, which has become the central concern in some theoretical approaches to religion. Although he does not work within the discipline of science of religion, the philosopher Gadamer has indirectly devised a theory of religious communication and experience hinging on language. For Gadamer, language is the most comprehensive theoretical framework. In the philosophy of religion, particularly in the analytical tradition, this dimension has received considerable attention. Religious speaking covers a wide range of phenomena, for example the language of myths, parables, sermons, sacred invocation, prayer, dogma, and theology, as well as the fields of oral revelation and sacred writings. In a religious context, words share in the ambivalence of the religious experience as such.
Speaking is stretched between silence before the ineffable mystery, and the need to communicate with others through the means of the ordinary words of life. It has a character of its own, bordering on and yet distinct from the languages of science and art.

7.3 CONCLUSION

The dimensions mentioned may be regarded as a pattern of ‘symptoms’ allowing us to identify the manner and degree of religiousness in phenomena we encounter. They may not all be of equal importance, but this would depend on the level of abstraction we are working on, and on the degree of exactitude we wish to achieve in specific instances. They may be condensed and combined in various ways to formulate definitions, types and so on — in short, to formulate criteria for identifying religion. For a fine analysis, all or most of them might be brought to bear on the particular area of investigation. They could of course also be differentiated even further. Too fine a sieve, however, is of doubtful value in research. As regards the objective referent of religion, one could for example pragmatically condense the criteria mentioned to the notion of transcendence. As for the ambivalent nature of religious response, one could condense it to the attitude towards the ordinary world and the social form of a given religious experience. The dimensions mentioned under the heading ‘totality’ may, depending on the practical purpose we need it for, be condensed to two, namely feeling-plus-willing-plus-doing on the one hand, and knowing on the other hand (as is sometimes done in religious research). If we wish to describe the religion of an individual person, we would naturally want to use a finer instrument than when describing mass movements.

The dimensions mentioned cut across the various religious ‘-isms’. It is possible, however, to construct a type of each of these, with reference to all or some of these aspects. It ought also to be possible to specify the content of important sub-concepts employed in the study of religion. This has not been attempted in this chapter. In passing, mere reference has been made to concepts such as myth and mysticism. Others, to mention a few examples, would include prophetism, magic, ideology, civil religion and invisible religion.


